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EDITORIAL PROFILE AND 
SECTIONS



The leading financial economic 
newspaper in the Italian market.
Editor-in-chief: Fabio Tamburini.

Il Sole 24 ORE is a tool for a complete and in-depth

analysis of the facts and issues of Italian and

international politics, economics, regulation and

financial markets, a point of reference for all

professionals.

.professioni and .casa

.export

.lavoro

.marketing

.novatech

.moda

.lifestyle

Total circulation (Paper+digital): 

169.810 net of multiple digital copies

219.810 digital multiple estimated copies included

Digital copies circulation:

85.301 net of multiple digital copies

135.301 digital multiple estimated copies included

Readership: 732.000

Source: ADS May 2018, Publisher’s estimation for 

digital copies, Audipress 2018.I

THE FEATURES

The new daily relies on 3 pillars - SPECIALIZATION,

SYNTHESIS AND SELECTION, which express the

authoritativeness of the newspaper and accompany Il

Sole 24 ORE in its history, since 1865 alongside the

Italian economy and finance.

In the new structure of the newspaper, the historical sections 

Norme e Tributi, Finanza e Mercati, Economia e Imprese and the 

sections L’Esperto Risponde, Plus 24 and Domenica, are added 

specific sections and daily distinctive features:



Economia e Imprese is the section of Il Sole 24 ORE dedicated to the real 

economy and to all its sectors of activity, with particular regard to its 

protagonists:

• Business stories

• Transformations of the productive sectors

• Innovation

• Work

• Training

The story of the numbers and of the conjunctures through which the new 

economic trends of the country can be read and interpreted.



Finanza e Mercati offers a selection of the main events of the day and the

most significant trends in the markets, from global macroeconomic trends to

Italian small caps.

News, in-depth analysis, analysis, interviews, surveys that offer an overview of

everything that is relevant to a public of readers ranging from professionals to

savers.

Along with an eye on Italy, there is a fixed space for International finance,

regulatory issues, the bond market and commodity markets.

A series of thematic pages (from start-ups to finance for companies) makes it

possible to further explore some particularly significant strands for readers of

Il Sole 24 ORE.



Norme e Tributi focuses on the evolution of Italian and European laws. In terms of

tax, work, justice, public administration and economic law. Without forgetting the

condominium, the house, the school and the incentives.

All looking at the new laws but also the administrative circulars and judgments of

Italian and European judges.

The main target of the section are professionals, but not only: the in-depth

analysis of Norme e Tributi also looks at entrepreneurs, lawyers working for

businesses, public administration officials and all those who have to deal with

normative interpretation for work.



Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

FIRSE 

SECTION

Themes
Economia e 

Imprese

Economia e 

Imprese

Economia e 

Imprese

Economia e 

Imprese

Economia e 

Imprese

Primo Piano 

Eco e Fin

.casa
Finanza e Mercati Finanza e Mercati Finanza e Mercati Finanza e Mercati Finanza e Mercati Inchieste

.professioni .export .lavoro nova.tech .marketing .moda .lifestyle

Norme e Tributi Norme e Tributi Norme e Tributi Norme e Tributi Norme e Tributi Norme e Tributi Nova

SECOND 

SECTION
Esperto Risponde

+ Guida Rapida
Plus 24 Domenica

SUPPLEMENTS

*

Rapporti Instant/Tabloid Iniziative/Collane

THE NEWSPAPER FOR
PROFESSIONALS

THE NEWSPAPER FOR
COMPANIES AND FOR

EXPORT

THE NEWSPAPER FOR
THE WORLD OF

WORK

THE NEWSPAPER FOR
TECHNOLOGY

THE NEWSPAPER FOR
MARKETING AND FOR

MEDIA

THE NEWSPAPER FOR
LUXURY AND FOR

MOTORS

THE NEWSPAPER FOR
LIFESTYLE

*HTSI  is on newsstands with Il Sole 24 ORE on the 1st Friday of the month

IL is on newsstands with Il Sole 24 ORE on the 3rd Friday of the month



.professioni .casa L’esperto risponde

Il Sole 24 ORE on Monday accentuates its character as a weekly product 

aimed at the professional world, a feature that goes alongside investigations 

and in-depth analysis.

Two new targeted sections:

.professioni designed to explain how to manage studies

professional at best

.casa that looks at the real estate market operators,

from the market trend to the rules to be applied for

carry out their activities better

To complete the editorial offer, the section Norme e Tributi is confirmed and 

L'Esperto Risponde in a new, clearer version linked to the digital version.



".professioni", a beacon on the world of professions. The section

develops along four thematic areas:

.professioni

 “Trend & innovation": the transformations through which it is

possible to respond to new market needs;

 "Study management": practical issues such as relationships

between members and those with employees, specific financial

and insurance products for professionals, etc.

 "Opportunities": e.g. the incentives for the constitution of studies

and the purchase of technologies made available by the

professional cash registers, the European Union and the Regions;

 "Young people": the various stages of access to professions such

as training, debut on the register.



.casa

The section is dedicated to the real estate market, residential and

non, and to the universe of professions as agents and real estate

brokers, appraisers, condominium administrators, technical

consultants, architects, engineers, surveyors and, in general,

construction and territorial technicians.

The weekly appointment with all the information in the sector: from

the market trend to the rules to be applied to better carry out one’s

activities.



L’esperto risponde

Every Monday a new insert will be on sale and it will dissolve all the doubts of

citizens and professionals on pensions, condominiums, tax deductions, VAT,

local taxes and employment, just to mention some of the most popular items.

L’Esperto Risponde solves the concrete cases and becomes a unique and

invaluable database to deal with all similar cases.

Each week, Guida Rapida is dedicated to a topic of great impact on citizens

and professionals that can cover taxes and bonuses, housework,

condominiums, rentals, fines, inheritances, pensions, energy and services,

work and welfare. Clarity, synthesis and speed of reading are its strengths.



.export Rapporti24

The Tuesday of Il Sole 24 ORE looks to companies that try to conquer

new markets abroad with a dedicated insert.

Attention focused on individual countries with a large number of service

information on how to get to conquer new markets. In addition to the

rules governing world trade (from tariffs to international treaties) and

European legislation on business life.

Il Sole 24 ORE is completed as already today with Rapporti24 and the

journalistic surveys of the most important sectors of the Italian economy,

the analysis on the territory and the districts, on the key factors of the

success of the companies or the braking elements for development.



Rapporti24

Every Tuesday, the journalistic surveys of the most important sectors of the

Italian economy and the analysis on the territory and the districts, on the

key factors of the success of the companies or the braking elements for

development.

Rapporti 24 Impresa are targeted analysis and journalistic surveys on the

world of industry, telling the evolution of the most strategic sectors of the

Italian economy, the trends and strategies of the companies that are part of

it, the challenges and news of the market.

Rapporti 24 Territori constitute a broad and in-depth analysis of the

territories and narrate the challenges, markets and characters of our

economy.



.lavoro Tabloid e Instant

The Wednesday of Il Sole 24 ORE focuses on the world of work.

An in-depth analysis dedicated to the innovations that characterize the

relationship with employees and personnel management.

Beyond this offer for 3 Wednesday a month, the daily publishes in-depth specials

related to current regulatory issues of particular interest and relevance. Once a

month, however, the focus increases its size and focuses on insights that are

aimed at a wider audience: families and taxpayers, investors.



Es focus approfondimento Es Instant book

Tabloid e Instant

Three Wednesday a month, the daily publishes in foliation the

specials of deepening related to current regulatory issues of

particular interest and relevance, not only professional but also

the private sphere of readers: home, pensions, tax, etc.

After publication they find a declination on the site in e-book version.

Once a month, however, the focus exits the back of the

newspaper and increases its foliation taking the format of

instant book cm 19 x 27 in pink paper. These insights are

aimed at an extended public of families and in general of

savers. The setting is of a popular and generalist type with a

practical and topical cut.



nova.tech

The Thursday of Il Sole 24 ORE aims the headlights on technology with

an in-depth analysis by Nòva.

With a very practical and descriptive approach we examine all the news

and solutions that can change the life of the company, of managers and

employees, especially of the IT sector.

The Thursday of Il Sole 24 ORE tells about innovation in research, technology

and creativity, looking at technological innovation that can be immediately

useful to companies and citizens.



.marketing periodici

The Friday of Il Sole 24 ORE focuses on the world of marketing and media through

pages dedicated to all communication strategies that can change the life of a company.

The care of the corporate image is a fundamental element in an increasingly connected,

participated and social world. It is fundamental to know how to manage one's corporate

image in every circumstance and on any competitive terrain.

The information offer on Friday, branded Il Sole 24 ORE, is completed with the

publication of IL and How To Spend It, two reference points for a leisure reading

oriented to style and high end.



.moda Motori Plus24

The Saturday of Il Sole 24 ORE focuses on the world of fashion and luxury

telling businesses that can change the lives of consumers. The Saturday of

Il Sole 24 ORE looks at the industry of fashion, cosmetics and accessories,

with the opinions of entrepreneurs, professionals and operators in the sector.

To the themes of luxury is added the page dedicated to the world of Motors.

The Sole 24 ORE reader will always be able to count on Plus24 which, every

Saturday, is proposed as a weekly reference point for personal savings and

finances. 



Plus24

Plus24, magazine of saving, is the indispensable tool for savers and for savings

professionals (consultants, promoters, etc.).

Every Saturday it proposes itself as a weekly reference point for personal

savings and finance Plus24, through surveys, in-depth analyzes, focus and

tables, helps families and investors in evaluations for the optimal management

of their economic resources.



.lifestyle Nova
Sport & 

Business
Cultura

The Sunday of Il Sole 24 ORE is completely renewed:

o a great investigation on one of the hottest topics of the week

o in-depth pages on finance and economics

o a section that draws the reader into a world where the quality

of life is at the center. Travel and food, discoveries and first

fruits of good living, design and architecture in a reading experience

that brings us closer to everything that helps us live better. 

On Sunday also returns Nòva with a different look to the future, telling

the innovation and the new horizons that technology can open us.

Every 15 days in the daily will be present the Sports & Business section.

At the end of the information offer, it is always present the section Domenica,

the cultural insert with insights on art, literature, science, philosophy,

religion, cinema, theater, design, travel, leisure. 



Sport & Business

The new fortnightly column (out on Sunday), in compliance with the editorial

mission of the Sole 24 ORE, aims to provide the business community with

news and analysis to better interpret the new business opportunities that

revolve around the world of sport and its protagonists.

Sport & Business addresses the hottest topics of the various sports

disciplines, rereading them from an economic and industrial point of view,

favoring international comparison and offering an overview of all the activities

that move around sporting events. 



1

Cultura

Domenica is the most authoritative cultural insert of the Italian publishing

scene, appreciated also for the versatility of the themes dealt with.

It is unique because it is read, collected and stored: it has a life cycle that

extends well beyond the day of publication.

For thirty years this supplement offers its faithful readers in-depth insights

and provocations on art, literature, science, philosophy, religion, cinema,

theater, design, travel, leisure. 



READERSHIP
SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE

AND CONSUMER BEHAVIOR



AGE

High concentration of readers in the most active age

groups of the Italian population. 

North West North East Centre South and Islands

AREA

Homogeneous distribution of readers by geographical

area, with a higher peak in the northwest.

64% 36%

GENDER

Prevalence of the male target. 

25-34 yrs 35-44 yrs 45-54 yrs 55-64 yrs ˃64 yrs

Source:AUDIPRESS 2018/2 PAPER and/or REPLICA

38% 17% 24% 22%

11% 23% 29% 19% 13%



SOCIAL CLASS

High concentration of readers belonging

to the upper social classes.

Source: AUDIPRESS 2018/2PAPER and/or REPLICA

17% 32%

Superior social 

class

High schoolDegree

46% 45%

EDUCATION

High presence of readers with high educational qualification.

Classe sociale 

media superiore
Entrepreneurs, 

managers, professionals, 

free lancers

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATION

47% 25%

Employees, 

teachers, 

journalists

Readers belonging to the highest professional

categories.



Individuals
Total adults readers: 732.000

Total exclusive adults

Exclusive Il Sole 24 ORE (read only Il Sole 24 ORE and not Corriere della Sera / La Repubblica)

Duplicate Il Sole 24 ORE (read Il Sole 24 ORE and Corriere della Sera and / or La Repubblica)

Men
Total men readers: 479.000

Total exclusive mens

Women
Total female readers: 253.000

Total exclusive women

Audipress 2018/2 paper and/or replica

490.000

234.000

309.000

153.000

182.000

80.000

32%

68%

33%

67%

31%

69%



Source: TSSP 2017, adult target, Concentration indices

∕ He likes to risk 171

∕ He is among the first to try new products or services 156

∕ He is a person who "spends" rather than a "saver“ 152

∕ He prefers to buy premium products, the top of the range 148

∕ He likes to be considered a leader 175

∕ He is an influencer for financial products 202

∕ He follows the quotations on the stock exchange 304

∕ He reads the financial pages of his newspaper 433

∕ He follows with interest the advertising on the financial services 327

∕ He is very attentive to the advertising pages in the press 214

∕ Advertising helps him to orient himself better in purchases 133



Source: TSSP 2017, adult target, Concentration indices

∕ He is up to date with the developments of technology 133

∕ He is an influencer in the purchase of technological products 141

∕ He is interested in trying out the new 159

∕ Technology productsTechnologies help him to better organize everyday life 169

∕ He is interested in art 147

∕ He participates in cultural festivals 240

∕ He is interested in international events 174

∕ It is important for him to be updated on what is happening in the world 130

∕ He is interested in success in the profession / in the study 133



Source: TSSP 2017, adult target, Concentration indices

/ He is a decision maker for travel and holidays 123

/ He is an influencer in travel / holiday purchases 162

/ He frequents restaurants with refined cuisine 188

/ He spends a lot on the furnishing of his house 261

/ He spends a lot on cosmetic products 179

/ He spends a lot on clothing 127

/ He often wears a watch with a value 208

/ He often wears valuable rings / bracelets / necklaces 148



ADVERTISING OFFER



FRONT PAGE FRONT PAGE-
THEMATIC SECTION

FOOT
(mm 128hx360w)

MANCHETTE
(mm 75hX48w)

FRONTPAGE
3 solutions:
Vertical (mm 154hX100w)
Square (mm 128hX152w)
Horizontal (mm 101hx204w)

FRONT PAGE-
ECONOMIA, 
FINANZA E NORME SECTION

MANCHETTE
(mm 75hX48w)

FRONTPAGE
3 solutions:
Vertical (mm 154hX100w)
Square (mm 128hX152w)
Horizontal (mm 101hx204w)



FIRST RIGHT

BACK PAGEFIRST LEFT

SECOND RIGHT

SECOND LEFT

PAGE
(mm 496hX360w)

PAGE
(mm 496hX360w)

PAGE
(mm 496hX360w)



FIRST FORMAT SINGLE IN PAGE THIRD FORMAT SINGLE IN PAGE

SECOND FORMAT SINGLE IN PAGE

QUARTER
(mm 233hX204w)

FIFTH FORMAT SINGLE IN PAGE*

JUNIOR PAGE
(mm 312hx204w)

HALF PAGE
(mm 233hX360w)

* The fourth format single in page is the opening of the section Economia e Imprese (foot format)

FOOT
(mm 128hx360w)



JUNIOR 
PAGE
(mm 
312hX204w)

FOOT
(mm 
128hX260w)

PAGE
(mm 
496hX260w)

HALF PAGE
(mm 
233hX360w)

QUARTER
(mm 
233hX204w)

LITTLE 
QUARTER
(mm
233hX152w)

Always placed
side by side to the 
quarter



TECHNICAL 
SPECIFICATIONS



PDF file format 

1. It must conform to the PDF/X-1a:2003 standard in the PDF 1.3 version, with profile “Coated Fogra

39” (compatible with Acrobat 4); 

2. It must not be password protected; 

3. It must contain one page only; 

4. It must be composite (no separations allowed); 

5. It must not contain over 10,000 vector objects or track layout with more nodes (anchorage points) 

than the specified value; 

6. The number of tracks on page it must be less than 5.000 objects; 

7. It must not contain images 16Bit for channel; 

8. It must not contain “PieceInfo” (Application information structure); 

9. It must not contain transparent objects. 

Fonts used

1. All fonts must be embedded in the PDF; 

2. Use Type 1 fonts. Don’t use CID fonts.

Colours and resolution

1. Colour images must be in high resolution (300 dpi). Use CMYK space only (best to use the “Coated

Fogra39” ICC profile). Any RGB, Lab, Pantone and flat color “All” elements must be converted into

CMYK; Screen 60 lines (screen Agfa-Sublima). The white dot should not go over 5% cyan, 4% magenta 

and 4% yellow. Black should not go over a hue value of 90%. The total percentage of colour saturation

(total INK) should not go over 240%. If it does, to avoid over inking, the software will automatically

reduce the amount required, using generic tables, to bring it to 240%. Dot Gain of print 15-20%; 

2. For grayscale images, use Grayscale (15%) space with 300 dpi resolution; 

3. For line art, use Black & White space and use only vector paths or Bitmap with 1200 dpi resolution; 

4.For color adv avoid written texts with font size below 14px and avoid frames or lines in negative on 

colored background. For written texts, frames or lines in positive withfont size below 14px, use only

black color (no cyan, no magenta, no yellow). This is to avoid any out of register during printing. 

File size and trim 

1. PDF sizes must be built to bleed. With no additional margins and printing marks. 

Trim Box and Bleed Box sizes must match. Load PDF files on the Group’s portal only

from the following URL (we cannot receive PDF files through mail or we transfer): 

https://advsole.ilsole24ore.com/Ads/index.do

To accredited to access the portal, if you are not accredited, send a mail to: 

impaginazione.system@ilsole24ore.com

Material delivery deadline: 4 business days before publication.

PAPER

PINK

MEDIA

PAPER

NUMBER OF PAGES

38 PAGES

BOOKING DATE

2 WEEKS BEFORE THE 

EXIT IN NEWSSTAND

DEADLINE FOR MATERIALS

4 DAYS BEFORE THE EXIT IN 

NEWSSTAND


